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the ability to play any media format is what sets kmplayer apart. if you've ever
experienced a video or audio file that it says it supports but it won't play, then you know
what i mean. instead of having to use other apps or look up the formats on the internet,
you can simply just play your file with kmplayer. you can take this to the extreme and

convert your entire library to kmplayer compatible formats. but you cant do that unless
the video files are kmplayer compatible in the first place. in the box youll find the

following icons: converter, decoder, dv player, and vlc. quick play is a highly overlooked
part of media player. firstly, try opening an mp3 music file. youll be stunned at how long it

takes to figure out it takes so long because its trying to sync with your pc. instead of
bothering, you can just switch to kmplayer and play the song immediately. you can do the
same with a dvd, and you can even use it to play avi files or those video files that are still

missing the decoder. kmplayer can do all that, and more. perhaps the most amazing
feature that kmplayer possesses is its compatibility. almost anything you can imagine is
directly supported by kmplayer, and sometimes better than its competitors. personally,
this one of the main reasons that i love kmplayer. there are a number of functions that
you will have to familiarise yourself with to really make this work at its best. things like
video loader, and others which i covered in a different section, are not only compatible
with kmplayer, but youll actually learn a lot from them. theres also the dreaded video

formate list with its nuances that can really put you off. if you can handle that, then you'll
really have the ultimate player to use.
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if any of the other video players mentioned above seem too daunting a task, you can probably just
deal with the fact that kmplayer is a bit of a geek tool. you just need to set it up first before you can
use it. learn how to do that using the help and online support videos. for that, you need to be able to
do the following: the search box at the top of the page brings up a long list of format types. clicking a
format type brings up a list of video or audio formats. while it can search up to 6000 formats, it only
presents around 1000. it appears that the player only supports, to a limited degree, most popular

formats such as divx, xvid, mp4, wmv, asf, 3gp, 3gpp2, mpeg, vob, and mov. this is where kmplayer
begins to diverge from the other players mentioned above. right click to get a quick menu. to pause
or rewind a video, click the up and down arrows respectively. to watch a video from the beginning,
again right click. to stop the video if its running, double-click it. to skip forward or backward in the

video, click and drag it to the desired position. another factor that may prevent people from playing
kmplayer is that the app is a full-featured media player and not an audio or video converter. the

reason for this is that the app supports a variety of audio and video formats. for example, kmplayer
supports many formats for video playback such as avi, mpg, mp4, mkv, mp3, and wav. it supports a
few audio formats too such as wav, mp3, aac, ogg, flac, ape, and asf. kmplayer can be described as

a media player of complex design. it supports all formats for multimedia files. the app can be
thought of as a robust media player that supports multiple formats. to this end, it features a robust
media library that enables the user to play any of their media library files. users can simply add files

using the native windows file manager and play back at their leisure 5ec8ef588b
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